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Challenge: a large, complex research community
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Challenge: New Methods and a Growing User base



Challenge: a global wave of investment



US National Institutes of Health: Data Commons

TOPMed: WGS data from 120,000 
individuals funded by  National Heart, 
Lung, and Blood Institute.

Genotype Tissue expression project: 714 
donors and 11688 RNA-seq samples across 

53 tissue sites and 2 cell lines

Model Organism Databases: 
WormBase, FlyBase, Zebrafish 
Information Network, Saccharomyces , 
Mouse and Rat Genome Databases. 

Pilot 
Phase
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“The NIH invests US$39 billion 

annually in medical research for the 

American people.”



ELIXIR : 5 platforms of shared services led by leading European scientists
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Challenge: Australia is big, sparse and distant
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Australia: big and sparseChallenge: Australia is wealthy



Australia: big and sparse

“...In 2013 we contributed to 3.9 per cent of the 
world's research output (in terms of publications) 

from 0.3 per cent of the world's population, ranking 
9th in the OECD.”

Challenge: Australia is wealthy...and productive
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Australia: big and sparse

“...In 2013 we contributed to 3.9 per cent of the 
world's research output (in terms of publications) 

from 0.3 per cent of the world's population, ranking 
9th in the OECD.”

How do we use infrastructure to remain competitive in the global research 
landscape?

How do we keep up with global $?
What do we specialise in, what do we bring to the global table?

How do we deal with distance, internally and externally? Data movement?
How do we keep staff?

What’s Australia’s place in the biosciences 
global research infrastructure context?


